AGILE TESTING

mindset
STAND UP!
Tell the person next to you what TESTING means to you.

Uh....

To me....
Testing is a phase

I have my own column.
Testing is an activity!

I'm part of the board!
Finding bugs...
PREVENT BUGS!

What about?

Why?

When?

How?
are you a checker?
be a tester!

How can we test that?

How do you...

Well, first...
Breaking the system

I can break anything!
Helping to build the BEST system
Tester is responsible for quality
Whole team takes responsibility for quality

We're ready to ship!
STAND UP!
Tell the person next to you what TESTING now means to you.

It's...

And...
1. “How can we test that?”

2. Use a ‘show me’ column.

3. Do all the test tasks first!
THE TESTING Manifesto

We value:

Testing throughout OVER testing at the end
Preventing bugs OVER finding bugs
Testing understanding OVER checking functionality
Building the best system OVER breaking the system
Team responsibility for quality OVER tester responsibility

www.GrowingAgile.co.za @growingAgile
THANK YOU!